EXPLORE THE HISTORIC CAPITOL GROUNDS!
SCAVENGER HUNT

1.

START at the VISITORS’ SERVICE DESK. Go

behind the GRAND STAIRCASE and head outside through the
WEST PORTICO DOOR towards the current Capitol.
Halfway down the steps, find the TIME CAPSULE!
When will it be opened?

______________________

2.

LOBBY

Walk to the middle of the COURTYARD. Look back at the Historic Capitol. Search this side of the
Capitol for the picture from the 1868 STATE SEAL engraved on the building itself!

Below, circle the part of the building that has the
State Seal on it!

1868 STATE SEAL
OF FLORIDA

3.

Look at the Historic Capitol and walk to your left. Your next stop is under the LIVE OAK TREE.
Under the tree, whose memorial says “The Dream Lives On”?

_______________________________________________

4.

Keep going the same direction and look for the concrete picnic bench. Just past the bench is a
beautiful MAGNOLIA TREE. FIND the small MARKER under the tree that will
tell you its history! (Sometimes it’s a little hidden, so look carefully!!)
Who planted the original tree?

________________________

Where did he or she live when it was planted?

_____________

Where might you have seen a picture of the original tree before?

________

5.

Walk to the nearest CORNER of the Historic Capitol and LOOK UP! Spot the FOUR original
CORNERSTONES from all the building’s additions! (FYI: Below all of the cornerstones is a historic marker.)
What is the date on the lowest cornerstone?
(Hint: This is the first cornerstone above the marker—it’s also from the year the building has been restored to!)

__________________

6.

Look for the drain that crosses the sidewalk you are already on. Go stand on that drain in the center
of the sidewalk. Now, look to your LEFT to see your next stop, the LIBERTY BELL replica!
Finish the statement from the top line of the bell:

“

Proclaim LIBERTY…________________________________

________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ ”

7.

Follow the sidewalk along the street (Monroe) heading back towards the Historic Capitol (SOUTH).
Go past the Confederate Monument as well as the EAST entrance’s sidewalk. Ahead
you’ll see the Capitol Grounds’ oldest memorial—the PARKHILL monument!
If you’re facing the monument from the sidewalk, look on the right side of it to find these answers!
Who was Capt. John PARKHILL fighting?____________________
What date was he killed?____________________________________

8.

Turn around. Walk back to the path
that leads to the EAST entrance of the
Historic Capitol and STOP! Now, examine
this picture from the 1902 renovation of the
CAPITOL. Mark or circle anything that’s
different at today’s restored Historic Capitol!

9.

Look really close at the picture. Can
you see two CANNONS on the steps?
One cannon is still here, but now it’s inside!
So, go to Room 120 in order to

FINISH!

These cannons were made for
battle in what war?

_____________________

